PRODUCTS

CANNONS

M256 120mm Cannon
- M1 Abrams Main Battle Tank

M776 155mm Howitzer
- M777 Light-weight Howitzer

M284 155mm Howitzer
- M109 family of self-propelled artillery

M68A4 105mm Cannon
- M1128 Stryker Mobile Gun System

M20A1 105mm Howitzer
- M119 Howitzer

M137 105mm Cannon
- Aerial cannon

MORTARS

M224 60mm Light-weight
- A1 light-weight variant of proven system

M252A1 81mm
- Light-weight variant of the 81mm system

M121 120mm
- Largest infantry mortar system

DEFENSE ITEMS

GBU-28 Bunker Buster Bomb
- From concept to the field in 28 days

Vehicle Protection Kits
- Armor upgrades for light skin vehicles

Naval Main Propulsion Shafts
- Fabrication of critical component

SUSTAINMENT

Legacy Systems
- Sustainment, spares and complete cannon / mortar systems